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“A.M.” is a 44-year-old woman who developed treatment-
resistant major depressive disorder despite a history of
stable and focal bilateral amygdala lesions caused by lipoid
proteinosis of Urbach and Wiethe (OMIM #247100), an
extremely rare autosomal-recessive disorder resulting from
mutations in the extracellularmatrix protein 1 gene (ECM1)
located on chromosome 1q21 (1). We have repeatedly
studied this patient and hermonozygotic twin sister, who
shares the sameUrbach-Wiethephenotypeandamygdala
pathology. Brain scans taken longitudinally over the past
two decades have confirmed complete destruction of the
basolateral amygdala bilaterally (Figure 1A; see also Figure
S1 in the online supplement), and a large body of research
involving the twins has helped identify brain functions and
behaviors that do (2) or do not require amygdala integrity
(3). In these studies,A.M.underwentextensivediagnostic
screening, which confirmed preserved neuropsychological
functioning, including memory, attention, and cognitive
flexibility, in the absence of any psychiatric abnormalities,
including no history of major depression (4, 5). Perhaps
related to the extraordinarily strong, supportive bond with
hermother,A.M.(butnother identical twinsister)displayed
preserved recognition of fearful faces (6), but emotionally
charged pictures never aroused her in a manner similar to
the way they did control subjects (7). This was paralleled
by a flat affect and the absence of anxiety in life situations
experienced as stressful by her family (8).

The onset of major depression for A.M. started 4 years
ago, and it was preceded by a series of major life events, all
within a 1-year period, and all related to the loss of close
attachment figures whowere of central importance to her
in providing support, care, and connectedness: hermother
died fromcomplications from a routine diagnosticmedical
procedure; she divorced her husband, who left her for
anotherwoman;andher teenagesondecidedto leavehome
and live with his father. Disabled by grief, broken-heart-
edness, and exhaustion, she stopped working and moved
into her father’s house. She attempted suicide and un-
derwent five inpatient treatments in psychiatric hospitals.

Notably, she did not benefit from any of the multimodal
treatment attempts, including cognitive-behavioral ther-
apy, multiple classes of antidepressants, and bilateral
electroconvulsive therapy (see Table S1 in the online
supplement).

On admission to our department last year, A.M. ex-
hibited pronounced symptoms of anhedonia, loss of energy,
and pervasive pessimistic thought biases expressing de-
spair, resignation, and a passive wish to die (e.g., “I am
hopeless; nothing has ever helpedmakeme feel better; my
life won’t ever change for the better”). She displayed sleep
disturbances, concentration deficits, and feelings of worth-
lessness and inferiority. Her cognitive distortions also af-
fected her body image, evident in complaints about her
appearance (e.g., “I am so ugly; I am not attractive to
anybody; I will never find another partner who wants to
share his lifewithme”). She refused towear glasses despite
moderate myopia. Her loss of appetite resulted in a di-
agnosis of cachexia (wasting syndrome) on admission (body
mass index, 17.75). Furthermore, she suffered from a dry
mouth, salty taste, and painful oropharyngeal ulcerations
typical of Urbach-Wiethe disease.

Compared with a premorbid assessment 7 years ear-
lier (6), her social network had declined both in size (the
number of people in her social network was 17 in 2012,
and 10 in 2018) and complexity (four embedded networks
in 2012, and one in 2018; see the online supplement). In
addition, she exhibited high levels of loneliness (a UCLA
Loneliness Scale score of 47; see the online supplement).
Clinical interviews confirmed that she had no other psy-
chiatric disorder thanmajordepressive disorder. Ten years
ago, in an exploratory positron emission tomography study
using the radioligand [18F]altanserin (5), we detected a
significantly decreased expression of serotonin (5-HT2A)
receptors throughout A.M.’s brain, whichmay be linked to
her amygdala pathology in ways neither investigated nor
understood.

In light of the treatment-refractory and suicidal na-
ture of A.M.’s major depression, the rationale of our
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To our knowledge, this is the first reported case demo-
nstrating that both treatment-resistant major depression
and its response to ketamine can occur in the absence of
the basolateral amygdala. Influential reports regarding
the neurobiological origin of depression have highlighted
a central role for the amygdala in the pathogenesis of de-
pression (10–12). While there are heterogeneous findings of
amygdala activity in major depression, possibly as a result of
differences in contrast selection (13, 14), recentmeta-analytic
evidence indicates that major depression is associated with
blunted amygdala responses to negative stimuli (13).

Likewise, ameta-analysis found reduced amygdala volume in
unmedicated patients (15), but there are also reports of
amygdala enlargement in acutely depressed patients (16).
Notably, pretreatment amygdala hyporeactivity has been
identified as a general predictor of treatment response (17),
and neurofeedback-based increases in amygdala hemody-
namic activity can mitigate depressive symptoms (18). Fur-
thermore, major depression has also been associated with
dysfunctions in large-scale brainnetworks (19, 20).Oneof the
most consistent findings is hyperconnectivity of the default
modenetwork (DMN),which encompasses the posterior and

therapeutic strategy was rooted in the assumption that
her condition may be nonresponsive to serotonin-based
therapies and may instead benefit from intravenous
ketamine, which has shown transient efficacy for
treatment-resistant symptoms in suicidal depression (9).
Given associations that have been identified between
major depression and dysfunction in large-scale brain
networks (see the main text, below), we also decided to
probe the effects of ketamine on the default mode
network (DMN), salience network (SAN), and fronto-
parietal network (FPN) in the patient by collecting a
series of resting-state functional MRI (rsfMRI) scans
before and after her transient recovery fromdepression.

Four days after the patient was admitted to our hospital,
intravenous ketamine (0.5mg/kg) was administered over
40 minutes. The patient underwent rsfMRI scanning at
baseline on admission as well as 200 minutes, 1 day, and
7 days after ketamine infusion. The rsfMRI data were
compared with 12 sex- and age-matched inpatients with
major depression who underwent scanning only once, at
baseline; a voxel-based morphometry analysis showed
normal amygdala gray matter volume in these patients
(see the online supplement). Depressive symptoms were
measured with the Beck Depression Inventory–II (BDI),
the Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale
(MADRS), and the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (see
the online supplement). Suicidal ideation was assessed
with theColumbia-SuicideSeverityRatingScale (C-SSRS).
Dissociative symptoms were evaluated with the Clinician-
Administered Dissociative States Scale (CADSS).

On admission, the patient suffered from severe de-
pression (scores of 43 on theMADRS, 54 on the BDI, and
21 on the C-SSRS). Antidepressant response was evident
50 minutes after ketamine infusion (a 73% reduction in
MADRS score; the patient also had a 65% reduction in
BDI score 170minutes after infusion; see Figure 1A), with
depressive symptoms returning to baseline after 3 days.
In stark contrast to her previous behavior, she started
showing interest in the lives of other patients and care-
takers and proactively initiated conversations (e.g.,

“What are your plans for the holidays?”). The intensity of
her suicidal ideationalso substantially dropped (a scoreof
13 on the C-SSRS 200 minutes after infusion). Together,
these observations suggest that ketamine transiently
disrupted her negative self-referential bias and suicidal
depression. Ketamine also induced dissociative symp-
toms that peaked 50minutes after the infusion (a score of
24 on the CADSS; e.g., “I cannot feel my body, it’s like
being weightless”) and vanished after 130 minutes (a
score of 2 on the CADSS).

Results from rsfMRI analysis showed significant dif-
ferences between the patient’s measurements and those
of the depression control group in the DMN, FPN, and
SAN. Specifically, at baseline the patient exhibited sig-
nificantly increased functional connectivity between the
medial prefrontal cortex as seed of the DMN and the
superior frontal gyrus (peak Montreal Neurological In-
stitute coordinates: 12, 26, 76; t54.02 [df511 through-
out], false discovery rate-corrected p [pFDR],0.01), and
the anterior cingulate cortex as seed of the SAN and the
precuneus (24, 256, 34; t54.02, pFDR,0.01). Both dif-
ferenceswere no longer detectable 200minutes and 1 day
after ketamine infusion, but the altered SAN-precuneus
connectivity was again evident after 7 days (22,260, 32;
t55.12, pFDR50.06). During the acute period after ket-
amine infusion, across DMN seed regions, we found
significantly increased coupling between the DMN and
the frontal pole (left lateral parietal cortex as seed: 212,
66, 4; t58.95, pFDR,0.01; medial prefrontal cortex as
seed: 28, 70, 2; t56.92, pFDR,0.01; posterior cingulate
cortex as seed:210, 64, 18; t510.22, pFDR,0.01) (Figure
1B) in the patient 200 minutes after infusion and less
pronounced after 1 day (medial prefrontal cortex seed: 30,
40, 34; t55.65, pFDR50.08; posterior cingulate cortex
seed: 32, 44, 38; t56.78, pFDR,0.01) compared with the
depression control group. Likewise, we observed sig-
nificantly increased functional connectivity between the
right posterior parietal cortex as seed of the FPN and
the frontal pole 200 minutes after infusion (212, 38, 58;
t58.10, pFDR,0.01).
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anterior cortical midline structures and shows increased
activation during self-referential processing in the resting
state (21). It has been suggested that the DMN assigns valence
to internally represented stimuli, and the DMN has been
linked to self-focused rumination in major depression (22).
By contrast, patients with major depression have been found
to exhibit hypoconnectivity within the frontoparietal network
(FPN) and salience network (SAN). The FPN plays a pivotal
role in cognitive control of emotional responses (23) and the
SAN, comprising the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, fronto-
insular cortex, and amygdala, is crucially involved in de-
termining the biological significance of external stimuli (24).
Interestingly, multiple depressive episodes may lead to a tem-
poral decoupling of the amygdala from SAN regions (25).

Although we are not aware of any past reports of
treatment-resistant major depression following bilateral
amygdala damage, there have been reports of depressive
symptoms in amygdala-lesioned patients, such as in the
original case study of patient S.M. (32), where it was noted
that “she has occasionally reported depressive symptom-
atology, related to difficult situational exigencies.” A more
recent report (33) confirmed this observation andnoted that
one of the most difficult situations for patient S.M. is her
social isolation, leading to feelings of loneliness and aban-
donment. Similarly, A.M. only developed major depression
after a series of adverse life events, all happening in quick
succession, and all involving the loss of close family
members and feelings of loneliness and abandonment. If

FIGURE 1. Depressive symptoms before and after ketamine administration in a patient with bilateral amygdala damage and severe
treatment-resistant depression, and functional MRI comparison with depressed control subjectsa
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aDepressive symptoms were assessed for 10 consecutive days after the first subanesthetic intravenous dose (0.5 mg/kg) of ketamine in a patient
whohadsevere treatment-resistantdepressiondespitebilateral basolateral amygdaladamage (panelA). Both self-reportedandclinician-evaluated
depressive symptoms were reduced after ketamine administration. The two inlays display changes in the clinician-rated depressive symptoms in
the 170 minutes after the ketamine infusion on the left and a high-resolution sagittal anatomical T1-weighted MR image of the patient’s brain with
circles indexing the focal bilateral amygdala calcification damage on the right. Functional MRI was used to measure the default mode net-
work (DMN), frontoparietal network (FPN), and salience network (SAN) at baseline (i.e., 3 days before the infusion) and 200minutes, 1 day, and 7days
after infusion (panel B). Compared with 12 depressed control subjects (mean age543 years, SD513.2), at baseline the patient showed signifi-
cantly increased functional connectivity between the anterior cingulate cortex as seed of the SAN and the precuneus (24, 256, 34; t54.02
[df511 throughout], pFDR,0.01). Two hundred minutes after the ketamine infusion, the patient exhibited significantly increased functional
coupling between the frontal pole and the posterior cingulate cortex as seed of the DMN (210, 64, 18; t510.22, pFDR,0.01) and the posterior
parietal cortex as seed of the FPN (212, 38, 58; t58.10, pFDR,0.01) compared with the depressed controls. Significantly increased functional
connectivity between the frontal pole and the posterior parietal cortex as seed of the DMNwas also evident one day after the infusion (32, 44, 38;
t56.78, pFDR,0.01). The blue areas illustrate the seed regions. BDI5Beck Depression Inventory–II; MADRS5Montgomery-Åsberg Depression
Rating Scale.
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A.M.’s twin sister were to experience a similar fate, it re-
mains possible that she would also be at risk for developing
major depression. Clearly, a bilateral amygdala lesion is not
sufficient for the development of major depression, but it
may render individuals more vulnerable to the effects of
social isolation,which appears to be a commonconsequence
of having amygdala damage in free-ranging rhesus mon-
keys (34).

A.M.’s depression featured pronounced and uncon-
trollable negative cognitive biases and ruminations, and
it is possible that an intact amygdala normally helps to
inhibit such dysfunctional thought processes, although this
is still speculative and needs to be explored further. It has
been hypothesized that the amygdala updates the valuation
of “self” representations in the orbital frontal cortex (OFC)
(35), andwe recently showed (36) that an intact amygdala is
required to protect us from illusory body experiences and
distortions in self-perception. Interestingly, lesions of the
basolateral amygdala hinder the formation of stimulus-
outcome representations in the OFC of rats (37) and amyg-
dala lesions in macaques significantly reduced, but did
not abolish, the encoding of reward value in the OFC (38).
Amygdala lesions in humans have also been found to result
in reduced OFC activation associated with reward expec-
tation (39). In the present study, at baseline, A.M. exhibited
increased connectivity between the SAN and the pre-
cuneus, a functional core of the DMN. It has been found
that structural integrity of the SAN is necessary for the
efficient regulation of activity in the DMN (40). Thus,
amygdala damage may affect the homeostatic interplay
between large-scale networks (20), possibly facilitating
hyperconnectivity within the DMN and leading to the self-
centered, ruminative responding characteristic of major
depression.

The recent discovery of rapid antidepressant effects of
ketamine has stimulated a reconceptualization of how
treatment-resistant major depression and suicidality could
be targeted, but the mechanisms of action of ketamine re-
main obscure (26). Ketamine infusions in patients with
treatment-resistant major depression have been found to
induce an increase in glucose metabolism in the prefrontal
cortex that correlates with the opposite effect in the
amygdala (27). These changes could be causally involved in
the antidepressant effect or a by-product of the symptom
reduction. Interestingly, in mouse models of depression,
infusion of ketamine into the amygdalawas found to have no
effects (28), while a subanesthetic intraperitoneal dose of
ketamine normalized depressive-like behavior and was
accompanied by reduced glutamate functional connectivity
strength (29). In patients with major depression, ketamine
was found to normalize insular connectivity with the DMN
(30) and to increase global connectivity in the prefrontal
cortex (31).

In the case of A.M., ketamine was able to initiate a rapid
antidepressant effect that was associated with a reduc-
tion in connectivity between the DMN and SAN, and an

enhancement of connectivity between the DMN and FPN
(Figure 1). However, these findings should be interpreted
cautiously given the limitations of an open-label case study
and A.M.’s unique depression phenotype and brain lesion.
While A.M. has complete destruction of the basolateral
amygdala, we cannot rule out the possibility that functional
residual tissue in the central amygdala and the amygdalo-
hippocampal transition zone or damage to fibers passing
through the calcified regions contributed to the observed
results. Furthermore, it is conceivable that ketamine’s effect
on functional connectivity was altered by A.M.’s amygdala
pathology, making the fMRI findings highly specific to A.M.’s
brain.

The case of A.M. illustrates that treatment-resistantmajor
depression can develop despite focal bilateral amygdala
damage, highlighting the fact that the amygdala is not nec-
essary for the subjective experience or behavioral presen-
tation of clinical depression. Current conceptions of major
depression emphasize heterogeneity in clinical phenotypes
(41) and underlying biotypes (42–44), such that amygdala-
based biomarkers may prove insightful for some but not all
subtypes of the illness. Moreover, consistent with A.M.’s
amygdala lesion, her major depression phenotype was
characterized by marked anhedonia and cognitive biases but
only modest symptoms of anxiety (45). Given the broad
spectrum of major depression phenotypes, it is conceivable
that the antidepressant effect of ketamine in subgroups of
patientswithmajor depressionwith strong anxiety features
or comorbidities may act via amygdala-dependent mecha-
nisms, but our observations show that ketamine can rap-
idly exert its antidepressant effects with or without the
amygdala.
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